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Autistic Contributors.”

say goodbye to our incredible Art Director,
Suzanne Chanesman. Suzanne, we thank you
for your time, your talent, your loyalty and respect! We will miss you but do wish you much
success in your new business ventures.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

M

agazine release week is always a
crazy time in my household. My
family has quickly learned that when
ZOOM is coming out, Mommy is very stressed.
Last issue, while knee-deep in publishing mode
one night, I realized that I had forgotten to take
anything out for dinner. Usually I would call my
hubby and ask him to just pick up something on
the way home, but he was away on a business
trip. Thank goodness, I remembered that I had
a few pizzas in the freezer just for these types
of occasions. I called my sweet daughter into
my office and begged her to do me a favor and
put the pizza in the oven. My baby girl took one
look at her pathetic mama and agreed to help me
out. In fact, she not only agreed, she kissed me
softly on the head and said, “It’s okay, Mama.
You keep working. I got this.” I told you she was
sweet.
But wait. It gets better. About twenty minutes
later, my awesome son walked into my office
with a slice of awkwardly cut pizza on a plate
and placed it on my desk. “What’s this?” I asked,
genuinely surprised. He replied, “I know you
won’t stop, and you need to eat, Mother, so
EAT.” Then he walked away, shutting the door
behind him so as not to disturb me. As I sat there
eating my awkwardly cut slice of pizza, I started
to cry, for I realized just how lucky I was to have
this incredible amount of support. And that is
what this issue of ZOOM is all about—SUPPORT.
Our cover story is about a family with whom

many of our readers may already be familiar,
the Wilson family. Jess Wilson is the incredible
author behind the extremely popular Facebook
page and blog Diary of a Mom where she shares
her sense of humor, her thoughts and her family’s experiences (with their permission of course)
with her 300,000 plus readers. When we decided
on support as the theme of this issue, we knew
Jess would be the perfect person because, not
only does she support her family and they her,
but also, she has created a wonderfully diverse,
caring and supportive virtual community as
well. Each of the Wilson clan wrote their own
short essay, which they all called FAMILY. That
was pretty much all we gave them as far as a
topic. We wanted to see what “family” meant to
them. In fact, we never even told them that the
real theme of the issue was support; yet, as you
will see, that is exactly what you will find mixed
into each piece: love, a sense of understanding
and support for one another!
We also bring you several articles that deal with

creating an inclusive workplace environment,
and yes, you guessed it, one of the main ingredients is … SUPPORT!
Speaking of inclusion, autistic author, artist and
international speaker Judy Endow shares with
us her personal perspective on why inclusion
may not always be such a great thing; perhaps
we should say that neurotypical inclusion is not
always such a great thing. Her ZOOM IN article
is a must read.
What we hope you will find after reading these
articles and all the ones in between is that support does not always look the same, and it
doesn’t always come from the same place either.
It can come from reading a Facebook post online, a shared script between parent and child,
a “good job” from a teacher or even a slice of
awkwardly cut pizza. May you always be able to
surround yourself with people and things that
offer you support, and remember to give back as
much as you can.

Jacob is always there to remind me to slow down and
smell the flowers, or at least eat a slice of pizza!

Until Next Time,

Sharon Fuentes
Editorial Director/Co-Publisher & Founder
ZoomAutism@gmail.com

My sweet Bella reminds me often that,
together, we can do anything!
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Sensory

Realizing the Benefits of Autistic

Inclusion
in the Workplace

By Steve Andrews
Founder & CEO

of Platinum Bay Technologies

Autistic people tend to have a heightened sensitivity to environmental stimuli, including
sensitivity to light, sound, motion and scent. I
personally wear sunglasses even on cloudy days
when I’m in Seattle, and a lot of visual motion
can induce a seasick-like effect for me. Also, my
ears don’t filter sound, and competing noises can
be quite overwhelming to the point of meltdown.
For others, perfumes or other scents can literally
make them sick.

Social

Autistic people tend to struggle more than the
neurotypical population with social dynamics.
Quite often, the social stigmas of a “culture fit”
during a hiring process are enough to exclude
Autistics from the workforce. In addition, typical inter-office interaction can be draining and
overwhelming to the already sensitive Autistic
nervous system. An Autistic person can typically
only handle so much “input.” The casual social
interactions that most people engage in at work
can often feel like additional information that the
Autistic person is tasked with processing, which
feels overwhelming. This can get in the way of
that Autistic person performing well in their
actual work.

Political

I

f you were to ask the parents of an Autistic young adult what their number
one concern for their child’s future was, what would they say? “Will they
graduate high school? Will they get a job? Will they be able to support themselves? Will they be able to live rich and fulfilling lives?” The list of concerns
and questions goes on and on.
They are often right to be concerned. Recent statistics suggest that there are
millions of unemployed or underemployed Autistic individuals (70-90% by
some estimates), yet these individuals tend to have wonderful skills, talents
and gifts that we need in our workplaces, including different perspectives that
bring innovation, attention to detail, focus, honesty and loyalty. Hiring Autistic people should not be viewed as a charity or feel-good effort. In fact, there
are numerous business benefits that can positively affect a company’s bottom
line. To realize these benefits, we must first understand the unique challenges
Autistic people face in the workplace.

I was largely clueless to office politics during my
career. I would tell the Senior Vice President that
he was wrong, assuming my honesty would be
appreciated. From my perspective, I was being
informative in the spirit of meritocracy and continuous improvement. I didn’t realize that there
is an unwritten hierarchy around communication in the workplace with rules that everyone
else intuitively understands and follows. Autistic
people tend to be honest and direct. Quite frankly, this should be viewed as a strength.

Executive Function

Executive Function challenges, including time
management, organizational skills, prioritization, and handling ambiguity can be difficult for
Autistic people, especially if they haven’t been
exposed to those skills or learned how to navigate them.

Challenges in the Workplace

It’s not laziness that keeps Autistic people out of the workplace. In fact, when
Autistic people find their passions and purpose, lazy is the last descriptor
anyone would use for them. Rather, it is the dynamics of the traditional workplace that often present tremendous barriers to employment. Here is a breakdown of some of the unique challenges Autistic people face in the workplace.

8
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Creating a Truly
Inclusive Workplace

Beyond Neurodiversity

In mid-April, I was invited to attend the Autism
at Work Summit in Palo Alto, CA. The Summit
Creating a suitable work environment for senwas hosted by SAP, Microsoft, EY, and Hewlett
sory and social challenges involves understandPackard Enterprises and was attended by over 50
ing and accommodating these key challenge
other companies, non-profits, government orgaareas for each person individually. Many comnizations and universities. During the three-day
panies are greatly simplifying and modifying
Summit, the conversation revolved around planthe recruiting and onboarding process. At Platining, building, running, and sustaining Autism
num Bay, we don’t require formal resumes, and
hiring programs. As someone actively involved
our casual interviews reduce anxiety. From our
perspective, we’re not hiring professional resume in creating a successful workplace for Autistic
individuals at Platinum Bay Technologies, I left
writers or professional interview takers. During
feeling inspired and encouraged by the efforts of
an interview, Autistic people may avoid eye contact or flap their hands or take longer to answer a dozens of organizations and their spirit of collaboration and cooperation that is paving the
question, but none of those things are indicative
of a person’s capability. Some companies are also way for more widespread diversity and inclusion
in workplaces around the globe.
adopting a “show, don’t tell” model of recruitment. Additionally, our entire company works
As noted by Ranremotely so that
dy Lewis in his
people can choose
Ultimately,
it
is
about
getting
book No Greatness
the sensory and
to
know
each
person
as
an
Without Goodness
social environment
that works best
individual – their strengths and about Walgreen’s
inclusive hiring
for them. At other
challenges
–
and
how
they
can
program, the
companies, Autistic
be
most
successful
within
our
benefits of hiring
people are often
neurodivergent
provided a workorganization.
and disabled
space away from
people reaches far beyond the lives of their Autisthe main throughways and given the ability to
tic employees. By taking the time to understand
use headphones to listen to music or cancel out
and help mitigate the challenges their employees
external noise. The challenges with politics can
faced, they found that it not only increased probe mitigated by being aware of these issues and
ductivity and quality and reduced accidents but
relationships and working to shield our people
also made those involved with supporting these
from them. The best leaders I have had in my caefforts better people – better spouses or partners,
reer were experts at protecting their people from
better parents and better friends. That same sentithe other goings on in the organization so that
ment was echoed across the board at the Autism
they could focus on their work, uninterrupted.
at Work Summit.
For executive function challenges, we provide a
staff that is fully equipped to understand Autism,
Many of the benefits we find in supporting neuits challenges, and how to mitigate them. We use
rodivergent individuals in the workplace have
several tools and techniques to meet those chalfar broader, if not global, effects on our business
lenges, including clear and consistent written
operations. The Autistic person, who may be
directions, coaching, and skills training. Ultimately, it is about getting to know each person as viewed as difficult because they ask a lot of questions, may in fact be highlighting our shortcoman individual – their strengths and challenges –
ings as leaders to effectively communicate in a
and how they can be most successful within our
clear, consistent, and detailed manner. By conorganization.

“

”
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trast, non-Autistic employees often tend to mentally
fill in the gaps, sometimes
correctly, sometimes not, which
can cost companies time and innovation. By making the effort to
improve our leadership communication, the business benefits overall.
These global corporations are certainly making
tremendous strides in neurodiversity inclusion.
They are the true early innovators paving the
way for more widespread diversity and inclusion
in workplaces large and small around the globe.
Yet with millions of Autistic people wanting opportunities to work, these companies won’t be
able to solve the whole problem. Rather, solving
Autistic unemployment is going to take everyone. As I consult with and train business leaders,
I see a lot of potential for the small and midsize
business (SMB) market to benefit from neurodiversity and disability employment. If every
SMB were to take the lessons learned from the
corporate innovators and hire (and appropriately
support) just one neurodivergent or disabled individual, we could literally and markedly change
the world.
By implementing a few changes to the recruiting,
onboarding, and leadership facets of our busi-

nesses, the
rewards more
than pay for the
effort. There are
millions of Autistic
and neurodivergent
people, and they can
change the way we do business. As an HR professional at
the Summit exclaimed to me, the reward is far
greater than the risk.

Steve Andrews is the Founder and CEO of
Platinum Bay Technologies, a software products
and services company designed from the ground
up to successfully employ Autistic adults in
software engineering careers at market rates. Steve is a successful software engineer with over seventeen years of experience
and is a four-time Microsoft MVP Award recipient. Steve has
spoken at over 140 events across North America and engages
diverse audiences, including families and individuals, educators,
technology professionals, and business leaders. After discovering
his own Autism at the age of 33, Steve dedicated his life to creating Understanding, Acceptance, Inclusion, and Opportunity for
Autistic individuals everywhere.
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What does
self advocacy
look like to
you?
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ZOOM IN

Inclusion – How it Works Best
for This Autistic
By Judy Endow

A

s an autistic, I sometimes feel boxed in
by the best practice strategy of inclusion. Please don’t get me wrong – inclusive education is a very good thing! Historically, people with disabilities were not given
access to public education.
Then, over time, laws changed.
While
Today we have special education classrooms in our schools,
and the progressive schools
practice inclusion.

“

Today’s
Inclusive Education

propel me into shutdown or a meltdown.
In fact, now that I have access to the typical
world and experience an inclusive adult life in
my community, I am discovering that I don’t
always want to participate in
the typical world. If inclusion
I
is good and right, then why is
this?

love
being part of
the everyday
fabric of life in
my community,
I also need to

Inclusion means that all students have the opportunity to
learn in the general education
environment. Instruction is differentiated while physical, sensory, emotional and other needs
of each student are taken into
consideration so that all students learn together, each one doing and being
his very best self. Inclusion allows each student
to belong to the community of his peers.

A Breadth of
Inclusive Experience

As I ponder this question for
myself as an autistic, I realize
that the world is run according to the majority. This means
a neurotypical (NT) brain is
what is behind the conventional constructs of our society. Inclusion looks the way
inclusion works for the NT
majority. Inclusive opportunities and, indeed, all of inclusive education and
life, happens via NT style. It is what we have. It
works for NTs, and it even works for me some
of the time. It allows a breadth to inclusive experiences.

spend time
living my life
with other
autistics.”

My Personal Take on Inclusion

I love the idea of inclusion. It is right and good.
It is very important. AND … sometimes this
setup doesn’t work well for me. I am not able
to access my thoughts and words in real time.
Even a quiet environment with several people
in the same room does not necessarily allow
me access to those people or even to my own
thoughts. Sometimes this sort of situation can

14
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A Depth of
Inclusive Experience

But at other times I need to honor my autistic
neurology. While I love being part of the everyday fabric of life in my community, I also
need to spend time living my life with other
autistics. This is where I find the depth of inclu-

sion my heart and soul have
searched for my whole life. It
feels like home to me. It is the
place where I do not need to
inhibit my natural noises, flaps
and extraneous movements
and moans. I do not need to
be mindful of the hundreds of
social rules of NT society. I am
free to be my true self. My autistic friends do not judge my
intelligence, my potential contribution or my human worth
by my unconventional mannerisms. I belong, just as I am in
my natural state, accepted and
loved for my whole self – not
just for my NT look-alike self.

The Breadth, the Depth
and the Importance of
Choice

And still, for me, it is quite
important to know how to get
along in the world at large. I
love the freedom of being able
to walk in and out of any place
in my community and fit in so
as to appear to belong. I love
being able to take my place in
the world at large. I am grateful to have this choice because
it hasn’t always been this way
in our world.
Additionally, a different and
just as valid inclusion comes
from the community of my
autistic friends, where all of me
– including autistic traits and
mannerisms – is understood
and cherished. This is the place
where I have the most fluid
access to the best of my being,
likely because I do not have to
inhibit my natural autistic self.
To me this is a treasured
wonder.

From a History of Marginalization

At the end of the day, I ponder the inclusion situation through
history. Being “othered” most of my life in “special” settings never
felt like inclusion to me. It felt like being shoved to out-of-the-way
places of “less than.” Then later, given only the opportunity for
inclusion NT style, I was left wanting and longing for something
I did not understand. It wasn’t until I had both that I felt I was no
longer an alien and truly belonged in this world.

To a Future of Comprehensive Inclusion

I believe we may come to discover in the future that to thrive and
to be all that we can be, we autistics will need both the breadth
of NT inclusion and the depth of autistic inclusion – two distinct
and equally important styles of inclusion. As autistics, we also
need to be empowered to choose how this mix best works for us in
our given autistic bodies. My needs wax and wane over time, but
it remains constant that, to love and to be loved, I need access to
both inclusive environments and the ability to choose the mix that
serves me best. This allows me to belong and to participate fully in
the human race.

This piece appeared on Judy’s blog in August 2014 and is shared
here on ZOOM with her permission.

Judy Endow, MSW is an autistic award-winning author, artist and international speaker. Her books, Paper Words, Discovering and Living
with My Autism, Learning the Hidden Curriculum: The Odyssey
of One Autistic Adult and many other wonderful publications can be
found on her website JudyEndow.com.
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The

Editor’s Note: In every issue, we try to choose a cover story that goes along with the general

WILSON FAMILY

theme. When we decided to tackle the subject of support, Jess Wilson, from the popular blog and
Facebook page Diary of a Mom, and her family immediately came to mind. We cannot think of a group
of people that represents this theme better than the Wilson Family. The ironic thing is that we never
mentioned to Jess the actual theme. We simply asked her, *Luau* her husband and their two beautiful daughters, *Katie* (as her mother describes her, “an utterly fabulous, compassionate, generous,
creative, loving sixteen-year-old high school sophomore”) and *Brook*(as Jess says, “an affectionate,
talented, hilarious, fourteen-year-old autistic eighth grader), if they would share with us what FAMILY means to them. We had an inkling that what they would say would encompass a sense of love
and support for one another. As you will see, we were right!
*Jess does not use her husband’s or daughters’ real names on her blog and Facebook page*

Family by Jess WILson

M

y parents divorced
when I was a kid,
younger than both
of my daughters are now. As
their marriage disintegrated,
patience grew thin. The constant tension in the house was
combustible, and in the very
worst moments, my dad, with
his anger threatening to turn to
rage, would get into his car and
drive away.
I knew, once I heard his tires
churning up the stones in the
driveway, then squealing onto
the pavement of the road,
that he was gone—off into the
night.

Facing whatever comes next with grace,
humor and each other!
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He never left for more than a
few hours. My entire childhood, he only stayed away
from home for two nights that
I remember—the only business
trip he ever took. He was solid.
He was permanent. He was
and is the most trustworthy
human being I’ve ever known,
and yet, each time I heard those
tires squeal, I wondered, terrified, if he was coming back.

One day, he picked me up and sat me down on the counter in our
kitchen. “Jessie,” he said, “I need you to know something.”
With him standing and my little peanut-of-a-self sitting on the
counter, we were nearly eye to eye. I watched his grey-blue eyes
fill with tears and his entire being vibrate with something that I
would, many years later, recognize as the overwhelming love for
one’s child.
“I need you to know,” he said, his voice trembling with tenuously
bridled emotion, “that I will always be back for you.”
I was too overwhelmed to speak. The intensity of the moment
hasn’t faded in the thirty-five years since. I waited in the uncertain
silence. I knew he had more to say.
“Things between your mother and me haven’t been easy lately,”
he said. “You know that. And sometimes I get angry and I need to
walk away. At some point, I might even leave for a night or two.
(He never did.) But you need to understand ….”
He grabbed my shoulders and clenched his jaw to fight the tears. I
watched the vein in his temple throb. I had to look away from his
eyes. What I found in them was too much, too big.
“I need you to understand that no matter what happens, I will
always be back for you,” he said.
“You hear me, kiddo?”
He looked straight into my eyes as he continued, slowly, deliberately, “I. Will. Always. Be. Back. For. You.”
We hugged. He cried. I cried. We hugged again. I promised that
I’d really heard him. I told him that I understood. We had a sacred

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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covenant. Daddy would always be back.
The next time the tires squealed on the pavement, I knew that no
matter what, he’d return. What I didn’t know was that the sense of
security he’d ensured that I had in that moment, and every moment thereafter, would become the foundation for my definition
of family.
I am grateful that my marriage has followed a very different trajectory than my parents’, but the truth is that family, in any form,
is complicated. When family members have competing needs,
which, I suppose,
in some form, all
do at some point,
it’s even more
complicated.

breathe—and close enough to
stay connected.
And we can. Because just as
I knew that my dad would
always be back, we know with
certainty that we are in this—
all of it—together.
I grew up an only child. I
cherish my relationship with
my step-sister, but she didn’t
come into my life
until I was fourteen and, even
then, we lived
under separate
roofs—she with
her mom and
me with my dad.
Neither of us
knew anything
but the luxury
of our parents’
undivided attention.

“Life for our family isn’t always smooth. But the incongruous truth is that it’s
also all the more beautiful
for its trials.”

So, like every other family I know,
we have our challenges. Lots of
them. Both those
that we face from
outside of our walls and the ones that live between us. We don’t
pretend they’re not there. We don’t sweep them under the rug. We
face them, head on, together.
But facing everything together doesn’t mean that we can always
*be* together comfortably. Like any group of imperfect humans,
we aren’t always able to accommodate one another’s needs and
maintain our own well-being simultaneously. In those moments,
we sometimes need to walk away. Not far. Just far enough to

When Katie was a toddler, I
knew that I wanted a second
child, but I worried about how
I would be able to give both
her and her sibling the individual relationships that I had
relished with my parents. I
didn’t know how I would do
it. But I knew that I had to.
When it became clear that our
family had some extra challenges, it became ever more
important to me to forge those
bonds with each of my girls.
To spend time alone with
them. To carve out space for
them as individuals. To be to
them what my dad was to me.
Looking at our family now, I
think that’s become one of our
most defining features—every
pair of us has our own unique
relationships. We each have

18
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activities that we love to do together, rituals and
scripts that vary from pair to pair, and a bank
of memories that are just ours—shared through
stories, but sacred and special.
One of my dad’s favorite things to do is to give
us experiences as gifts. Like the Christmas that
he and his beautiful wife sent Brooke and me—
just the two of us—to Nick Jr. to meet Dora the
Explorer and all her other Nick Jr. “friends.” Or
earlier this year, when he gave Katie and me tickets to London for her 16th birthday. “Go make
memories,” he said. “In the end, they are all that
matter.”

alone that we hoist each other up on the proverbial kitchen counter and say, “I’ll never leave.”
So yes, family—every kind of family—is complicated. And it can be even more complicated
when it’s atypical. But for us, it’s the complications themselves that have brought us closer to
one another, strengthened us, and showed us
who we really are.
And it’s the lesson learned so many years ago—
that faith in constant and unwavering love allows
us all to face whatever comes next with grace,
humor, and each other.

Those memories, the big ones and the smaller,
every-day variety, create a common language.
They tie us together not just by blood but by values and shared experience. They give us a platform to learn about ourselves, each other, and
the world. They teach us that we, as individuals,
are worthy of our own time and our own effort,
as well as one another’s. They show us that we
don’t have to be in the same physical space to be
together.
And that’s necessary. Because sometimes, being
in the same physical space is simply too much.
And that’s okay.
Life for our family isn’t always smooth. But the
incongruous truth is that it’s also all the more
beautiful for its trials. Because as difficult as it
can be to live through, it’s the hard stuff that
teaches us about ourselves and each other.
It’s the challenges that prove to us that no one is
going anywhere—no matter how messy it gets.
It’s the heartbreaks
that teach us about
trust and faith and
love.

Family by Brooke
Most families are thankful that they are together.
I like doing lots of stuff with Daddy, Mama and
Katie. Every night, I stay with my mother. I feel
comfy and safe with
her. With my dad, I
like to do funny jokes
like “Where are them
going?” I like making Katie laugh. When we are all together, I feel
awesome.

“When we are all together,
I feel awesome. ”

It’s the unimaginable pain of loss that shows us
that we can survive.
And it’s the times in which we feel the most

I love going to my Papa’s house because he
makes me lots of chocolate stuff and does my
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scripts with me about 3 Murrays.

because it was wrong.

Families are people that we always love.

When I was fourteen, my grandmother died after
a well-fought battle with ovarian cancer. It was
the hardest thing that any of us ever had to face.
My mother was trying to comfort my grandfather
and comfort herself. My father was trying to be
strong for all of us. My sister was trying to understand and grieve. I was trying not to drown in
an overwhelming whirlpool of feelings. We were
all having our
separate struggles
from the same big,
scary thing that
had happened,
and we all leaned
on each other. We
were all struggling, but when
we struggle, we struggle together.

Family by Katie
I do not know how to put family into words.
No matter how eloquent I try to be, nothing I can
say encompasses what our family is.
I know the way
I feel when I’m
with my family,
but I cannot write
it down.

“ When I fall, they are my
safety net. When they fall,
I am part of theirs.”

I’ve tried. I’ve
tried to explain
how it’s hard but
it’s easy but it’s different but it’s the same ... and
each time, I ended up deleting what I had written

Nothing I write can convey what that feels like.
Nothing can convey the way I feel knowing that
I have three beautiful people who will take some
of whatever pain I feel and help me carry it.
When I fall, they are my safety net. When they
fall, I am part of theirs.
At sixteen, I got my first job as a barista. I was so
excited. I had wanted this job for so long. When
I told my family, they took my joy and made it
theirs. They took what I thought was the best
feeling in the world, and they made it better.
When I am happy, they are there to be happy
with me. When they are happy, I am there for
them.
That’s what family is to me: sharing my pain and
sharing my joy and sharing my every emotion in
between.
I am forever grateful that I have that.

Family by Luau
On the day I got married, a cousin of my dad’s
pulled me aside.
“Now that you’re married, young man,” he said,
“I’ve got two pieces of advice for you.”
Family and friends had been pulling me aside all
day, telling me this and that, most of which, in
the blur of the day, had gone in one ear and out
the other. I took a breath and tried to focus on his
words.
“One,” he began, “always remember that a ‘happy wife is a happy life.’”
I had to laugh at the simplicity of the missive.
“And two,” he continued, “always remember
that if someone asks you a question, your answer
should always be, ‘Let me check with my wife.’”
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Again, the simplicity of the advice was profound.
We laughed together, gave each other a hug, and
went back to the festivities.
As silly as it sounds, I have tried to live my marriage and, by extension, my parenting this way.
As seemingly simple and even funny as those
two pieces of advice are, they are much more nuanced and complex once you scratch the surface.
Happiness is, at some level, a universal pursuit.
Ultimately, we all want to be happy. Defining
what makes us happy, as individuals, as partners, as families, as society, is the tricky part, and
it is no less tricky in our family. When things are
clicking, just as my cousin Teddy said, “a happy
wife” and kids are truly “a happy life,” but with
four unique people, it can be hard to keep everybody happy all the time.
The difficulty of maintaining happiness, how-
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ever, has nothing to do with being a special
needs family. When we found out that we had
circumstances different from typical families, I
went through a short period of what I can only
describe as despair. This was because I did not
realize that as different as I believed the challenges my family would face would be from the
challenges of other families, they really were not
so different at all.
What I discovered was that every family has challenges, and it is how we rise or fall to face them
that define us. It was in the face of these challenges that Teddy’s second piece of advice suddenly
felt deep and profound.
On the surface, saying “let me check with my
wife” sounds meek and weak-willed, letting
Teddy’s first piece of advice run roughshod over
the checking husband. I suppose some people
could take it this way, but those people would be
wrong.
“Let me check with my wife” is all about communication; it is all about equality and partnership.
Some partners may feel the need to have one
spouse dominate the decision-making
process—that
is their prerogative, but
in our family, Jess and I
like to think
of each other,
and treat
each other, as
equals. This
has been a
major key to
our success as
partners and
parents.

but we do want them to be part of some of the
decision-making processes. We want them not to
just feel heard; we want them to be heard.
How that voice is expressed is different for everyone, my girls included. What I have worked
hard to do is learn how to listen, knowing that
communication comes in many different forms.
The way Katie communicates is different from
the way Brooke communicates, which, in turn, is
different from the way Jess communicates. I try
my best not just to listen to what each is trying to
say but to hear it as well.
Communication isn’t always easy. Sometimes
what worked yesterday will not work today or
tomorrow before working again next week, but
as long as we continue to validate each other’s
voices, we continue to find ways to rise to and
overcome the challenges life brings us.
Take the time to listen, and happiness will follow.

“

What I discovered
was that every family
has challenges, and
it is how we rise or
fall to face them that
defines us.

”

This empowerment of voice is something we
have tried to pass down to our girls. They are our
children, so they cannot make family decisions,
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Robbie Lerubino

“One Single Moment” shows a dandelion. It
can symbolize inclusion when the seeds blow
away and spread out.

About
the
Artist
I
was born in Maryland, USA and lived there until 2005, when
my family moved to the suburbs of Philadelphia. I stayed in
Pennsylvania until 2012 and then moved to Vienna, Austria.
I am currently a 12th grade student at the Danube International
School Vienna (DISV).

As an artist, I have always liked creating different types of artistic
designs. When I was younger, I especially liked to create my own
personal versions of album covers, stage layouts for concerts and
logos for movie production companies. In 10th grade, I started
to become interested in different forms of art during my classes;
I was really drawn to street art and cubism. All types of media,
including television, movies, logos, and music inspire me. I also
enjoy traveling and exploring different cities and countries, their
architecture and landscapes.
I am autistic. Throughout my entire life, I have faced many challenges that “typical” kids don’t. As a child, it took me a long time
to speak, and communication is still sometimes difficult for me.
Because of my Autism, I may struggle with talking with people,
expressing my feelings or even finding the right words to say. But
through my art, I feel free. I think Autism has given me a unique
perspective, and I hope it comes through in my art.

“The Inclusion Evolution”

shows an eye in the middle of a
kaleidoscope with a black and
white bottom and a colorful top.
The black and white is the feeling of exclusion, and the colorful
portion symbolizes the feeling of
inclusion.

Artist Work and Inspiration

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

To learn more about Robbie and view his work (some of which is
available to purchase), visit his website.

“Multiverse” shows a collage of nine color-

ful ‘nebulas.’ The one in the middle is big and
white, and in this perspective, let’s say the
middle is our universe, and it is surrounded
or INCLUDED in the realms of the multiverse,
which are the colorful nebulas.
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CLOSE UP

Making the Transition
from MOM to WINGMAN
By Jodi Murphy

“

Y

our son is amazing!” This is what a woman said to me at a
reception the other day. Jonathan was doing some volunteer work for an organization that helps autistic teens and
adults develop social skills and friendships through filmmaking.
They were having a film premiere, so I tagged along with Jonathan to see the group’s final films.
The woman, a mom of one of the teens, spotted me standing next
to Jonathan, made her way over to me and said, “Some people
have that spark, that something that sets them apart, and your son
has it. We just love him.”
Similar scenarios like the one above keep happening to me. People
who have worked with Jonathan or interacted with him seek me
out to let me know how much they enjoy or appreciate him. They
mention his wit, talent, generous spirit, and humble authenticity.

“I always have his back.”

This outpouring of appreciation wasn’t always the case.
In his youth, he was the one
that was invisible and ignored.
Many avoided talking to me
about him because they just
didn’t know what to say about
the kid who was “different.”
Why has there been such
a dramatic shift? The short
answer, I believe, is that Jonathan is finally comfortable in
his own skin. He no longer
feels ashamed of who he is.
In fact, he considers being on
the autism spectrum one of his
greatest assets.
It’s taken a few decades for
him to find his own “amazing,” and until that happened,
he had our family’s unconditional love and support to see
him through. Not once did we
EVER try to change who he
was or force him to “fit in.” We
never thought it was his place
to change. We knew that he
was just in the wrong place, so
that’s what we put our energy
towards changing.
Our first move was finding
a school with teachers who
embraced his learning style,
accepted him for who he was
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James and Jonathan doing our Mighty League Autism Acceptance Assembly.

and didn’t penalize him for the way his brain
worked. They nurtured and believed in him.
They proved to him
that he was smart and
talented. And guess
what? He became the
school’s “student of
the year” and went on
to graduate from college with honors.
Based on his interests,
we looked for opportunities to involve
him in activities that
could result in his
own personal achievement. And nothing
had a greater impact than theater. When he
showed interest in (and a talent for) acting, our
family became immersed in community theater.
His successes on stage transformed him, and his
new-found confidence in his abilities and worth
spilled over into his everyday life.

Theater also started Jonathan on his career
path. Today, he is a member of the Screen Actors Guild‐American
Federation of Television and Radio Artists
(SAG-AFTRA) and is
represented by the top
San Francisco Talent
Agency. Jonathan has
worked for many clients, doing voices for
a theme park, video
games, toys, children’s
CDs, audio books, and
apps.

I’m the person
“he
can trust to

provide protective support
as he pilots through every
phase of his adulthood.

”

I’ve transitioned from
“mom” to becoming his “wingman.” I’m the
person he can trust to provide protective support as he pilots through every phase of his
adulthood.
He’s the reason I started Geek Club Books non-
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profit. I wanted him (and others on the autism
spectrum) to have more opportunities to do
what they do best. Jonathan has branched out
and has been able to add storyteller and public
speaker to his resume because of his advocacy
work for autism acceptance. He and another
member of our autistic team did our first Marvel comic-like autism assembly for elementary
school students. The school counselor contacted
me afterwards to let me know how amazing
(there’s that word again) Jonathan and James
were. Their ability to make a deep connection
with the students led to great conversations
back in the classroom. She felt that they had
helped the students learn to be more empathetic, understanding and inclusive.
In the past, Jonathan was fearful of failure and
not fitting in, but in spite of those fears, he persevered and never gave up on himself (and we
never gave up on him). Today, he feels free of
the need to be “typical” and is setting his own
pace for growth and success. He’s purposely
stepping out of his comfort zone and putting
himself—his own true self—out into the unpredictable, chaotic world. Now that’s amazing.

Jodi Murphy is Jonathan Murphy’s proud mom
and founder of Geek Club Books, a creative autism nonprofit focused on innovative, entertaining autism storytelling to change perceptions
and end the stigma. She works with a team of autistic adults
who contribute to everything Geek Club Books’ creates. Sign up
for free access to Geek Club Books’ comics, resource guides, curriculum, and more: www.geekclubbooks.com/email-sign-up.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Suzanne “Beane” Chanesman
Creative Director

info@beanedesign.com
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A ZOOM EDITORIAL

7

Companies

That Are Getting
Disability Inclusion

RIGHT!

W

e at ZOOM understand
that, as a society, we still
have a long way to go in
creating workplace environments that
are truly inclusive to autistics and other
workers with disabilities. That said, there
are several major companies who, according to their web sites, have made
huge strides when it comes to inclusive
disability practices. Here are a few of the
companies we found and what they are
doing to help accommodate the needs of
this often overlooked and undervalued
workforce. If you know of a company
that is committed to disability inclusion,
send an email to zoomautism@gmail.com
so that we can let other readers know
about them too. We believe that if we
continue to highlight organizations like
the ones on the following page, perhaps
other companies will follow, creating
even more employment opportunities.
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unique talents in a relaxed, lowpressure environment that allows managers an opportunity
to really see what the potential
employees have to offer.
AT&T is one of the world’s top
telecommunications corporations and an excellent model
for disability inclusion. The
company is committed to ensuring that all employees and
members of the community
can connect with their world,
including those with communications challenges and other
disabilities and, therefore,
provides resources and tools to
employees so they can do the
jobs they are hired to do.

Ernst & Young is a global
leader in professional services
that is proud of its mission to
“embrace all abilities.” The
company was founded by Arthur Young who was deaf and
had low vision and, therefore,
understood the importance of
disability inclusion. EY has a
steadfast commitment to helping people with disabilities
work comfortably and productively and illustrates this with
their ongoing investment in
professional networks, educational resources and accessible
work spaces.

Freddie Mac, a mortgagefinance firm, has been hiring
autistic college students as paid
interns through a partnership
with the Autistic Self Advocacy
Network (ASAN) since 2011.
ASAN helps the company train
managers who then help the interns acclimate to corporate life.
The internship allows autistic
employees to gain work experience and enter the workforce of
a leading American company
committed to neurological
diversity. Many past interns
have been hired as long-term
employees.

Microsoft understands that
the more support someone is
given, and the more an employer listens to what’s required to
help their employees be successful, the more their employees are going to blossom, grow
and contribute. With this in
mind, they created the Autism
Hiring Program, a multipleday hands-on academy that
focuses on workability, team
projects and skills assessment.
The event gives candidates an
opportunity to showcase their

SAP, Germany’s largest software company, believes in
focusing on people’s unique
abilities and providing a work
environment that considers the
special needs and skills of each
employee. Their internationally-recognized Autism at Work
program is a shining example
of this commitment. The company has a corporate goal to
employ 650 autistic colleagues
by 2020. They currently have
employed 120 autistic employees in nine different countries.

cup of coffee. Creating a culture
of belonging is a core value
that makes Starbucks stand out
above the rest. Starbucks is also
highly recognized for its disability employment inclusion
practices such as the centralized
retail accommodation process,
ASL interpreting, captioning,
accessible store design features,
accessibility in social media and
the web, launch of the Braille
gift card and large print menus,
and visible executive support.

Walgreens became an
industry leader for disability
inclusion policy and practices
when they established a “same
job, same performance, same
pay” operating model in 2007.
In addition, Walgreens has
built a mock store in Evanston,
Illinois as part of a workplace
training program for autistic individuals and those with other
disabilities. More than 1,300
individuals with disabilities
have completed retail and customer service skills training in
the mock store and in real retail
stores across the nation.

Starbucks is about much
more than providing a great
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CUMMINGS AND GOINGS
Conner and I with our new friends Julia
and Elmo.

I

n April, Conner and I were
invited to the Sesame Street
and Autism Panel in Washington D.C. It was at this event
that we had the opportunity to
meet Julia. For those who may
not know, Julia is the newest
Sesame Street Muppet and, as
Conner describes her, “Julia is
autistic –Julia’s way.”

Many of us grew up watching
Sesame Street; it was the street
that we all wanted to live on.
This make-believe STREET
in so many ways represented
the true meaning of inclusion.
On Sesame Street you could
find people and characters of
all colors, ages, disabilities,
cultures and beliefs-EVERYONE IS WELCOME
ON SESAME STREET! Conner
watched Sesame Street when
he was younger too. In fact,
one year he was Big Bird for
Halloween. He loved that

costume and would wear it everywhere, even to bed, that is
until he outgrew it and split the seams. I still have what is
left of Big Bird in his memory box.
To attend this special Sesame Street Autism event, Conner
chose not to wear his Mickey Mouse ears as he thought it
would not be respectful. He asked me to carry them in my
purse, which of course I did. During the discussions Conner
would occasionally put his hand in my purse and touch
his Mickey Mouse ears as he quietly hummed the theme to
Sesame Street.
When Julia was finally introduced to us, at first she was a
little quiet. It was her friend Abby who told us that Julia is
autistic. Conner was fascinated and listened to Julia when
she spoke, whether it was with words or movements.
He noted that Julia stims just like he does. We also heard
an amazing panel that consisted of Laura Anthony, Julia
Bascom and Jeanette Betancourt as well as a few politicians
and the creators of Sesame Street.
When the meeting was over, we all had an opportunity to
meet Julia one-on-one. As you can see from the picture, this
was a huge moment for Conner. Conner said, “Hi, Julia. My
name is Conner, and I am autistic too.” Abby told Julia that
Conner is a self-advocate and that he has a law named after
him in a state called Virginia. Julia said hi to Conner and
showed him her bunny. Conner told her how much he liked
her bunny and that he has Mickey Mouse ears that he thinks
are similar ‘feels.’
We had the opportunity to meet many people from Sesame
Street, including Stacy Gordon, the puppeteer of Julia.

Conner dressed up as his favorite
Sesame Street character, Big Bird.
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everywhere got to meet the
newest Muppet, a red-headed
4-year-old-girl with a fondness
for playing tag and a stuffed
bunny. Of course we watched
liked millions of others.
We both think that Sesame
Street did a wonderful job
introducing Julia, and we look
forward to seeing what they
will do next.

Conner was able to discuss
his ideas for Sesame Street, and
they really listened. They even
took notes.
Then we met the host of the
event—Holly Robinson Peete,
who is an actress and an
autism advocate. Conner spoke

for a few minutes with her
about what he and Holly’s son
(who is also autistic) like to do,
and of course Conner gave her
a business card and discussed
Conner’s Law. A fun fact we
found out was that Holly’s
father was the original Gordon
on Sesame Street.
On Monday, April 10th Sesame
Street officially introduced
Julia to the TV world. People

Didn’t have a chance to see the
show? No problem. Watch it
here.

Warmest regards,

Sharon Cummings
Executive Director/CoPublisher & Founder
ZoomAutism@gmail.com

Conner with Stacy Gordon (puppeteer
of Julia) and actress/autism advocate
Holly Robinson Peete.
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BY Ed Zetlin & Mark Friese
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Guardianship

P

rofessionals often advise parents about
the need for Guardianship when their
child turns 18. Before the age of 18 parents are the “natural” guardians of their children, but upon reaching 18, children are legally
emancipated and now adults. With the advent
of HIPAA regulations, doctors, hospitals, health
professionals, and government agencies require
either consent from the 18-year-old or a guardianship order as a prerequisite to providing any
information to third parties (the parents) about
their disabled son or daughter.
But parents and the disabled son or daughter rightly have questions about the need for
Guardianship and the process to obtain Guardianship. Guardianship is a court determination.
The court determines whether 1. the alleged
incapacitated person meets the statutory requirements for incapacity and 2. whether the
proposed Guardian(s) are appropriate and will
fulfill the duties of a Guardian.
Disability does not equal incapacity. An autistic
adult may need assistance in some aspects of
their life, but that does not mean a Guardian is
required. The advent of “assisted decision making” is an attempt to find a new approach rather
than summarily obtain a Guardian. Assisted decision making probably deserves its own article.

If you and your spouse were to divorce tomorrow, would you be able to financially
care for your autistic child on your own—
perhaps for your child’s lifetime?

LAW

One rule of thumb to think about is to imagine
whether a physician would accept “informed
consent” from the disabled person if a medical procedure is needed. Can the person understand the risks and benefits of a medical
procedure and convey that understanding and
approval or disapproval to the proposed procedure?

All states are different in their Guardianship
laws. There are different definitions of “incapacity,” different procedural rules and different rules as to who represents or speaks for the
disabled person. We can make some generalizations for all jurisdictions.

4. A hearing is held to appoint the Guardian.
Co-guardians are allowed in all jurisdictions.
5. The Guardian has a continuous duty to report to the court or some agency as to the
welfare and living conditions of the incapacitated person.
Generally, these are not difficult cases. However, Guardianship should not be taken lightly.
Guardianship is a significant loss of rights. It is
best viewed as a means for assuring protection
and the welfare for the incapacitated person if
no other substitute decision-making process is
available.

1. Some form of recent medical/psychiatric/
functional evaluation of the person is required.
2. A petition/complaint laying out the need for
Guardianship and the proposed Guardian is
required.
3. The court always appoints a third person,
usually a lawyer, as a court investigator or
guardian ad litem to make an independent
evaluation of the need for Guardianship and
the fitness of the proposed Guardian(s).

Edward Zetlin has a solo practice in the areas of elder &
disability law, guardianship/conservatorship, public benefits,
estate planning and estate administration. He serves on the
Northern Virginia Autism Association Board and is an
Adjunct Professor of Law at the Washington College of
Law of American University.
Mark Friese is the founder of Special Needs Financial Advisors,
based in Washington, D.C. With over 100 years of combined
experience, they help to navigate the many aspects of planning
with special needs family members.

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
SB923 Conner’s Law passed in VA. Join our
advocacy movement while we
go state by state, changing laws as needed...

Because a disability doesn’t stop
on a child’s 18th birthday.

Conquer for Conner
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Q&A

“ In what ways

does your family
support you? ”

“Love me and allow me to be myself is the
best way to support me. My mom and sister
love the person I am unconditionally. That has
meant a lot in my life. Having friends allowed
me to be unique, outgoing and caring. Being
part of a sub-culture, Bronies allowed me to
improve my social skills to the point where I
am beyond amazed of how much better I have
gotten dealing with people of all walks. I’m
not afraid or shy of our diverse society. I am
confident, happy, and my existence is fulfilling. Currently, I’m learning fashion at Mesa
Community College, where I am free to be
creative and artistic while learning new skills.
And the best part: I can work for myself and
teach others within the autistic community.
All of this is possible because my family and
friends care and love me. Just as important is
loving myself, as I love others, and my autism,
for it is who I am, an identity where I am just
free to be creative, unique and myself. I don’t
let limitations and autism define the person I
am.” - Amanda F.
“My family supports me by having me interact
with other autistic people at the Coffee House
and learning to write and act at the theater
horizon.” - Adam K.
“My mom might be autistic too, and she has
always had a quiet house. She’s a software engineer, and we were early to having internet at
home, which was great for communication and
researching our special interests. She was also
pretty accepting of my desire to eat the same
foods frequently since she favors plain food
and didn’t start eating many new things until
she was in her 40s.” - Karin G.
“I am autistic. I often work away from home.
When I return, my wife meets my train and
wants me to greet her with a kiss, hold her in a
Hollywood clinch. But I can’t. I need rules. Do
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I ‘Hollywood’ her if I’ve been away for 3 days?
What about 14? If she’s distracted, does that
mean she doesn’t want a Hollywood? Have I
got it ‘wrong’? Getting it wrong is nuclear; I
may never be able to Hollywood her again. She
tries to understand, to see the world through
my eyes. It isn’t easy. Love is not enough.”David B from “Mixed Marriage Blog”
“I have lived on my own now for five years.
My parents supported me by teaching me
independent skills. Do my own laundry, cook
meals, follow a schedule. We worked on these
skills for years. My goal was age 21 move out
on my own. At age 21 I was not ready. My
folks accepted this, and we kept working. Age
25 I was ready. I just felt it. I live close to them.
I see them often, but I have my own place and
a job that helps pay for me.” - Mark G

“I use a board to communicate, and my parents took the time to learn what I needed, and
they got it for me. They give me the tools I
need when I need them. They listen and always try to understand my needs.” – Jill V.
“My entire family supports me, from my
siblings, parents, grandparents, cousins, aunts
and uncles. When we have family gatherings,
each house, each location, they have a place for
me to get away and regroup. They don’t wear
perfume or scents, no smelly candles or sprays
of any kind as it bothers me. They talk to me
and include me in their conversations. I walk
away when I have enough. No one gets major
upset. Home is where you should always feel
wanted and supported so you can deal with
the rest of the world.” - Kim W.
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YOUR
YOUR AD HERE
HERE

Your most
important goals
aren’t just
financial ones

YOU
AREREADING
READINGTHIS,
THIS, SO
SO ARE YOUR
IF IF
YOU
ARE
YOURPOTENTIAL
POTENTIALCUSTOMERS!
CUSTOMERS!

If you want to provide a lifetime of support for your child, we can help.
We’ll work with you to address a number of the concerns — financial,
social and legal — that come with caring for a loved one with special
needs. Call to learn more today.

With a combined reach of over 118,000 readers,
ZOOM Autism Magazine is the quickest way to
reach the autism community!

Mark Friese, CRPC®
Senior Vice President – Wealth Management
Wealth Management Advisor
Portfolio Manager, PIA Program
Chase Phillips
Financial Advisor
Portfolio Advisor, PIA Program

Merrill Lynch
1152 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 6000
Washington, DC 20005
202.659.6138

Life’s better when we’re connected®

For more advertising information, ad specs and rates,
visit our webpage www.zoomautism.org or email us at
zoomautism@gmail.com.
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CRPC® is a registered service mark of the College for Financial Planning.
Neither Merrill Lynch nor its Financial Advisors provide tax, accounting or legal advice. Clients should review
any planned financial transactions or arrangements that may have tax, accounting or legal implications with
their personal professional advisors.
Merrill Lynch Wealth Management makes available products and services offered by Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (“MLPF&S”), a registered broker-dealer and member SIPC, and other
subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation (“BofA”).
Investment products: Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value
The Bull Symbol, Merrill Lynch Personal Investment Advisory, Merrill Lynch and Life’s better when we’re
connected are trademarks of Bank of America Corporation.
© 2014 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved.
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SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS

The Power of Autism, Music, And
Intercontinental Connection
By Nancy Burrows

M

usic has been the key to my son’s world
ever since he was a baby.

At fourteen months, James would wake up in
his crib, humming a note. When I carried him
downstairs and put him down in front of our
keyboard, he would play whatever note he
was humming—go right to it, without hunting
around for it. I taught him the names of all the
notes on the keyboard, and the world became
one big tonal universe. Leaf blowers were B
flats, elevator dings were Fs, ringing phones
were Cs. At three, James listened to a group of
live musicians tuning up their instruments at
a restaurant and called out, “I like that A! Nice
C#!”
We bought a piano.
Over the years, James’ musical fixation has
brought him—and those around him—great
pleasure. It has also been the cause of intense
perseveration and distraction. Most importantly, it has been a vital pathway for expression
and connection that has led to some of the most
meaningful interactions of James’ life.
Five years ago, when James was ten, local
beatboxer Max Bent came to do an assembly
at his school. As the mother of a very musical and noise-focused kid, I saw an irresistible
opportunity. I reached out to Max, and he and
James began meeting on weekend mornings for
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structured lessons that evolved over time into
an organic, creative process and a collaboration
that has produced over 100 music tracks. James’
Sound Cloud, where these tracks are posted and
shared, are a source of great joy and pride to
him and great entertainment to listeners. I often
share these tracks on Twitter and recently connected with a singer-songerwriter in London
named Emma Ballantine. Emma was working
on a cool concept album, writing songs about
other people’s stories, and when she heard
James’ music and read an essay I had written
about him, she was inspired.

From the moment I read James’ story
and heard his music, I knew I had to
write a song that captured the wonderful way he sees the world. I hope it
challenges preconceptions and shows
that perhaps people with autism have
a clearer appreciation of things and a
deeper wisdom than people without.
– Emma Ballantine

“My son, who needs help understanding so
many things, perfectly comprehends what it
means to live in the moment. Great music, gorgeous sunny days, bike rides, highway drives,
family, and HIMSELF. I spend so much time trying to teach my son so many things, but I need to
learn this important lesson from him: To see the
positive, not the negative. And not just to see it,
but to revel in it. And be grateful for it…
One recent Saturday afternoon, we were running
some errands together. At one point during this
ordinary day, James turned to me and said something extraordinary.
“Mom?”
“Hmmm?” I absentmindedly replied, bracing
myself for another comment about Interstate 83
or a local road.
“I’m thinking about how I feel about my life.”
Astonished (and trying to remain blasé), I asked,
“Yeah? How do you feel, buddy?”
“Content.”
And in that moment, right there in a nondescript
parking lot, so did I.
Thank you, buddy, for showing me how to sit
back and enjoy the ride.” *
Emma wrote a gorgeous ballad, weaving in a section of one of James’ original tracks. She lyrically
cut to the heart of what so many people who
love an autistic individual feel—that we wish we
could see the world through their eyes. When our
family heard her song for the first time, my husband, daughter and I were struck speechless and
teary-eyed. James, on the other hand, grinned
broadly. “That’s MY song!” he exclaimed. It truly
is … in more ways than one. Emma has given
James songwriting credit on her album. The day
the album launched, it hit Number One on the
iTunes U.K. Singer-Songwriter chart! It’s the first
step towards James’ potential future as a successful professional musician.
“Lots of people with autism have specialties,”
James told a reporter who recently interviewed
him about his intercontinental connection with
Emma. “My specialty is music!” A specialty that
has helped him creatively express himself, forge

James and Nancy on vacation summer 2016. He’s not too old for
a good snuggle!

relationships, build confidence and envision a
path to a rewarding career. At his IEP meeting
this year, James said, “After I graduate from high
school, I want to study music and broadcasting
so I can hopefully work in radio one day.” Those
words were music to my ears.*

Click to Hear James’ original music.
Click here to Get Emma Ballantine’s
“Through Your Eyes” and read the story
that inspired it.
*previously published in Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Power of
Gratitude
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